
NATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL, KORAMANGALA T I D I N G S

The Freedom Edition "Freedom is not worth having if it does not connote freedom to err." - Mahatma Gandhi
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Ours is a land of sages, 

Known for bravery for ages. 

None can with it compete, 

Its culture none can beat. 

Patriotic at the heart 

Breaking all shackles of the past; 

White, Saffron and green  

A lot do the colours mean

Mother, I bow to thee! Mother free…IN
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…we relate to the joy, pride and endless gratitude for our fellow Indians by the

unrelenting martyrdom past fetching us our priceless freedom. Making us all soar

high with hopes, dreams and a victorious future. We at NPS Koramangala take great

pride celebrating the 75th Independence Day of our country, a land standing rock-

solid in the midst of wars, pandemics, recessions, calamities and global warming.

Beaming the ‘Tiranga’ through our lives, Let us all psalm ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’,

Vande Mataram in our hearts every day.



“Let food be thy medicine, thy medicine shall be thy food.” – Hippocrates
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“Take care of your body. It’s the only place you have to live.”

Keep in minding this adage, this year at NPS, Koramangala we celebrated Health week between 11th to

15th July 2022 with the theme of – ‘Health is Wealth’.

Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing. For a healthy life cycle, a person

needs to have a balanced diet and has to regularly exercise. Mental well being can positively impact the

academic performance and success of students. The healthy week was kick started by ‘Mindful

Monday’ as the students displayed their enthusiasm by joining in the energetic exercises that play an

important role in the healthy living and in fitness of body and mind in the school auditorium. They

shared and created paper plans for a ‘Tasty Tuesday’ with their innovative and healthy recipes.

Students recognized the importance of ‘Wellness Wednesday’ after listening to Student Talks and the

Guest Speaker’s presentation on nutrition, healthy lifestyle etc. They presented a special assembly on

‘Thoughtful Thursday’ by weaving in the topic: Health is Wealth. Students energized themselves on

‘Fitness Friday’ with the high energy aerobics.

As the saying goes

“A journey of a

thousand miles

begins with a single

step.” So we can

proudly say we took

the baby steps in a

long journey.
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They were exposed to the facets of body mechanics, anger

management etc. The Health Week culminated with a quiz on

various activities through the week.

During this week, students also read and realised the thoughtful

quotes on health and designed a health badge. They created a

‘Mood Board’ in the Life Skill classes and showcased their artistic

side by depicting fruits and veggies as cartoons during Art periods.

They squiggled and drew patterns in zentangles to soothe their

minds.

In addition the students performed Yoga asanas during the Yoga

periods to strengthen their body and mind. They promised and

pledged to maintain a healthy and hygienic self. Students took away

the A-Z of Health as a handout - which was a gist of activities done

through the week along with the benefits of Being Healthy!



HEALTHY MOMENTS! 



HEALTHY MOMENTS! 



HEALTHY MOMENTS! 
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A CBSE workshop on Life Skills, under the

Teacher Enrichment Program, was

conducted by Dr. Manila Carvalho on the

23rd of July 2022. Attended by all the

teachers from elementary to senior level,

the workshop revolved around the

significance of developing Life Skills in

students to equip them to embrace change

positively and learn to be adaptive in this

volatile world.

The workshop involved some engaging and

immersive activities through which the

teachers drew key lessons on making life

skills relevant and effective for the children.

Working collaboratively in groups the

participants formulated and presented a

workable lesson plan that would have a

practical application. Guided by the

resource person, the teachers also presented

short skits based on a story, the value of

which had to be guessed by the listeners.

The takeaways from the workshop were

truly enriching.
2
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A parent teacher meeting is always an opportunity to share

academic progress, observation in the classroom,

assessments and an interaction between the people with

shared interests in the holistic development of the students.

The first PTMs for Semester 1 started in the second week of

August. It was held on MS Teams platform to discuss a

variety of issues ranging from academics, peer interaction to

settling down in the offline mode. It was very productive

with sharing of issues faced due to the change in the mode

of teaching on a one on one basis and ended on a happy

note.

“Education is a shared commitment between 

dedicated teachers, motivated students and 

enthusiastic parents.”
3
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The guest speakers included Ms. Bindu

Subramaniam, the CEO and Co-founder

of Subramaniam Academy of Performing

Arts (SaPa), Mr. Mahantesh GK, the

founder and Managing Trustee of

Samarthanam Trust for the Disabled,

Chirag Chinnapppa, co-founder of Pint-

AI, a social intelligence platform that pre-

empts risks and opportunities for brands,

Ms. Rida Tharana, an Instagram

influencer and content creator along with

NPS K alumnus, Dr. Melvin Matthews.

Kushagra Sisodia and Renee George,

students of NPS K Grade 12 and 11

respectively to had the opportunity to

share the stage with the eminent

speakers.
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When the eager and ambitious

young men and women

congregated at NPS

Koramangala for its first edition

of TEDxYouth@NPSKRM on

the 30th of July, 2022, it was a

sparkling of brilliant ‘Ideas

Worth Sharing’. Inspired by the

school’s motto “Reach out,

Reach High, and Reach

Beyond”, the theme for the event

was Reach Beyond where seven

dynamic speakers from eclectic

backgrounds shared their

success stories of how they

‘Reached Beyond’ making an

impact.

It is imperative to mention here, on a

lighter note, that this TEDx was not

all talk -- there were a couple of

outstanding performances as well by

NPS K students that sent the

audience into raptures. Sankarshanan

Srikanth on the mridangam and

Vishnu Venkatram on the violin

played the popular song Srivalli, from

the movie Pushpa. The students of

grades 7-12 sang ‘Champion’ by

Carrie Underwood.

The curtains closed on this high

battery event as the Principal, Ms.

Jyotsna Nair presented the Vote of

Thanks to all who made the event a

resounding success.

Youth symbolize vigour, ideas, and capacity that can change the world.
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offered as a gift."– Kate DiCamillo

Books play a quintessential role in every student's life by introducing them to a world

of imagination, providing knowledge of the outside world, improving their reading,

writing and speaking skills as well as boosting memory and intelligence.

A profusion of activities was enjoyed by the primary students during the Book Week

between 16th August to 19th August. The students started each day during the week

with a discussion on various comic strips and ended with reading their favourite

book.

Students across Grades 1-5 enjoyed story telling sessions from guests like Ms. Minati

Kapur, Ms. Reena Puri, Ms. Krithika Nair and Ms. Ramya Sridhar. Grades 3-5 also

had the opportunity to interact with Ms. Riddhi Maniar Doda, an author for children’s

books.

Grade 1 children looked absolutely adorable dressed up as book characters, while

Grade 2 was treated to a Story Theatre session by the students of Grade 5. Grades 3

and 4 participated in Story Tray and Picture Collage activities respectively. Treasure

Hunt for Grade 5 was a huge hit with the students.

The week was concluded with Grade 5 students putting up an assembly highlighting

various genres and interesting facts about books. The soulful chanting of shloka,

energetic dance performance and mellifluous song ‘I love to read’ kept the audience

enthralled and asking for more.

“There is no such thing as a child

who hates to read; there are only

children who have not found the

right book.” –Frank Serafini
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Tricolour is the life of Bharat, it is our national pride painted in three colors, it represents

Bharat’s progressive stride.

As the country celebrated the Amrit Mahotsav, on completing 75 glorious years of independence, the

fervour of patriotism tiptoed into the heart of every Indian irrespective of age.

The celebrations started on 11th August with a grand show put up by primary classes and culminated

on 15th August with the spectacular show by the middle and senior school.

The primary classes showcased the struggle for freedom from 1857 to 1947. The dance drama put up

by the youngsters took the audience through a plethora of emotions ranging from pride at the

contribution of freedom fighters to anger at the high handedness and cruelty of the British. The

Jallianwala Bagh episode saw many dabbing their wet eyes while the Tricolour replacing the Union

Jack made the audience very emotional and they couldn’t stop applauding.

The assembly encompassed melodic rendition of patriotic songs by the junior choir and even had a

quiz with a tri color wristband as takeaway for the winners. The show included a soul stirring Hindi

poem titled- ‘Veer Purush” by Nidhi Agarwal. The crowning glory was Rabindranath Tagore’s poem-

Where the mind is without fear’ harmoniously sung by the choir students. An essay on the topic -

"where I see India 25 years from now” was held for the students of Grades 4 and 5 as part of the

celebrations. The Special assembly truly encapsulated the spirit of ‘Independence Day’ and was well

appreciated.

The quote that aptly sums up our emotions-

“May we think of freedom, not as the right to do as we please but as the opportunity to do what

is right!” -Peter Marshal
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INDEPENDENCE DAY



“The best part of any competition is that we discover what we are capable of- and how much more we can actually

do than we ever believed possible”

Competitions teach us to be the best version of ourselves. Our Inter class Competitions (ICC) cover a myriad range of

skills from art, culture, computers to academics, with the focus on participation rather than winning.

The preliminary round of ICC began on the 1st of August which included Spell Bee, Math Whizz , Hindi Puppet

Storytelling, Music, Dance and Recitation, Cyber Champ (Grades 4 and 5) and will conclude in the second week of

September with General Knowledge. The finals will be held in the second Semester. This year being offline saw several

enthusiastic participants across grades 1 to 5 ably cheered on by their classmates. A welcome change from the mundane

routines indeed!
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We firmly believe that one of the acts that we can keep performing, no matter where we find
ourselves, is the act of hope.

Despite the fact that we are probably at the very crest of the aforementioned difference and its
potential consequences, what we can continue to do is hope and work towards making sure that
our love for freedom—and not just in its excruciatingly personal definition—thrives in our thoughts
and actions.

Going back to Jawaharlal Nehru’s words, “... so long as there are tears and suffering, so long our
work will not be over. And so we have to labour and to work, and work hard, to give reality to our
dreams.”

Designed by: Ms. Meenakshi V

Edited by: Ms. Malini Keshav

Happy holidays! We are back in action on the 6th of October.
Till then it’s adieu from all of us.

Compiled by: Ms. Abha Gairola, Ms. Prathima Arun, Ms. Yamini Raj


